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Introduction

Results

• In a recognition memory test, false alarms to similar lure stimuli may be due
to pattern completion. Pattern completion processes are more likely if the lure
is very similar to a target.
• Alternatively, false alarms may be due to poor encoding of the original target
stimulus.
• Here we used simultaneous eye tracking and fMRI to investigate whether
poor encoding or pattern completion processes better accounted for false
alarms to lure stimuli.
• Hypothesis 1 (Behavioral): Target-lure similarity would be a better predictor
of false alarms to similar lure stimuli than fixation counts at study.
• Hypothesis 2 (fMRI): Fixations at study would predict hippocampal
activation changes from study to test for correctly identified similar lure
stimuli.

Methods

Experiment 1: Eye tracking
• Replication of Molitor et al. 2014
• Continuous recognition with targets, lures,
foils (“old”, “similar”, “new”)
• Lures were either high- or low-similarity
• Eye tracking only
• N=63 (age=19.97 ±1.91; 34 female)

Behavioral outcomes

Fixation Counts

Replication ANOVA:
• Main effect of LCR vs LFA in fixation count
• More fixation for LCR than LFA
Logistic Regression:
• Fixations at study, β = 0.11, p < .001, and
fixations at test, β = 0.06, p = 0.02 predicted a
correct response.
• Each fixation increased the odds of a correct
response by 12.09% at study and 6.96% at test.
• Similarity level was a much stronger predictor:
β = 3.45, p < .001. The odds of a correct
response to a low similarity lure trial was
3,053.92%.

Experiment 2: Eye tracking & fMRI
• Above behavioral and logistic regression results replicate.
• Bilateral hippocampus had significant repetition suppression for both targets and lures.

Stimuli: Target Stimuli: Lure
Response: Old

Experiment 1: Eye tracking only

Hit
(old called old
= correct)

Experiment 2: fMRI
Response:
Miss
Similar
(old called
• Same methods as Exp1
similar
• Both eye tracking and fMRI
= incorrect)
• N=35 (age=22 ±2.4; 17 female)
• High resolution temporal, parietal, occipital
• Corrected for multiple comparisons with AFNI ETAC
• fMRI activity examined for:
• Subsequent hits, hits, subsequent LCR, LCR, subsequent LFA, LFA.
• Lures further divided by target-lure similarity (high, low)
• Very few Lure FAs to low-similarity lures (not analyzed)

Repetition suppression in hippocampus for Hit,
LCR, and LFA

Lure False Alarm
(similar called old
= incorrect)
Lure Correct
Rejection
(similar called
similar = correct)

Significant correlation between mean fixation
count at study and hippocampal activity
decreases for LCRs, but not LFAs, when
controlling for similarity

Conclusions
• Hypothesis 1: The logistic regression confirms that target-lure similarity is a better predictor of mnemonic discrimination than eye
movements at encoding.
• Hypothesis 2: Fixations at study were related to changes in hippocampal activation from study to test for lure correct rejections but
not lure false alarms.
• The relationship between fixations at study and changes in hippocampal activation may explain why participants are sometimes
better able to correctly discriminate high-similarity lures.
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